Perilous Word Jumble

Unscramble these words that are all about adventure and peril!

ETLVAR - Go from one place to another

RENAWDSTLU - A strong desire to travel

YRJNUEO - An act of traveling

XEOLPRE - To investigate or study

CGIMA - Use special powers to make things happen

EONUFTR - A very large sum of money

SYATNAF - Imagining things, especially things that are impossible

ARTERSEU - Wealth such as money or jewels, it is often buried

DOTSUORO - In or into the open air

KREMAB - To begin a journey

IAEMUNSTSH - A strong excitement

ETGANNIROPEIR - A journey, especially a long and meandering one

VEBDGOANAAG - Traveling without any clear destination

IMNTOHSPEIL - One who is fond of the forest; a haunter of the woods

IMAOESUERRT - Adventurous, bold, daring

RWAFREYA - One who travels, especially on foot

GMELAGPRII - An individual's journey through life

SANSEDSTUL - Incapable of being intimidated or subdued

MTEMSEANUN - The state or experience of finding something funny

IEIYRENDDS - Finding something good, without looking for it